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ABSTRACT

The flight dynamics and dispersion characteristics of candidate
S-Curve and roll-through-zero bomblets are evaluated by use of the Monte
Carlo method. Detailed analyses of bomblet-cluster breakup and bomblet
configurational and aerodynamic asymmetries are used to establish the
statistical input data required for the Monte Carlo analyses. Improved
aerodynamic data packages for both the S-Curve and roll-through-zero
bomblets are provided, and results of additional wind tunnel tests are dis-
cussed. Monte Carlo simulations show that for realistic flight environ-
ments. b-'th the S-Curve and roll-through-zero bomblets can achieve large
and uniform impact patterns. For a representative dispenser HOB of 2000
feet,opening velocity of 900 feet/second, and 45 degrees flight path angle,
impact pattern widths of 800 and 600 feet are computed for the S-Curve and
roll-through-zero type bomblets, respectively. The effects of transonic
and supersonic delivery, large static mass unbalance, nose-roughness
asymmetry, and intentional fin cant on the S-Curve bornblet flight character-
istics and dispersion are investigated in detail. Flight test dispersion data
for the S-Curve bomblet, as obtained from air-gun lainched models, is
compared with results from analytical simulations. A dynamic wind tunnel
model support system, designed for testing the S-Curve bomblet, is de-
s c ri bed.

Distribution limited to U. S. Government ape'rcies only-
this report documents test and evaluatiun; distribution
limitation applied January 1973. Other requests for this
document must be referred to the Air Force Armament
Laboratory (DLDL), Eglin Air Force Base, Flurida 32542.
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SECTION I

rNTRODQtJCION

One of the miost effective means of dispersing a cluster bomb unit is

through the ~ise of aerody'namic self-dispersing bornblet munitions. With this
approach the energy requirement., for di~spe rsal are not only derived from
the kinet ic and potential ecu rgy of the ai rcraft and di spenser, but more sig-
nificar~tly, the dispersal force is applied over the entire bomhlet flight
period. The advantage of aerodynamic dispersion increases with increasing
delivery Mach number.

While self-dispersing magnus -rotor -type hornblets have received
considerable attention and utilization in recent years, other types of aero-
dyvnamic- self- di sper sing borhl ets have yet to he introduced in quantity. Two
new ty~pes of set f-di spe rsing bujrnblets appear particularly promising, namely,
the S-Curve type, honlilet and the ro~l -th rough -zero) type hornhlet.

'I hie 5- Cu re bornblet is comip s ed of an axially symmetric body or

body- fin configu ration which is dCSign~ed to provide' anl Unstable restoring
rrornent at small angil ' o.f attack land a stable pitching moment slope at a large
trinm angle of attacK. ihe,,S-Curve name is derived from the shape of the

nonli t a r pitching moment cu rvcŽ.

-Th, roll - through- zero botrnblet is compri sedt (of a lifting -body configu -

ratiur, equipped with a roll prdcing device which Nvill cause the hornblet to
rol in a direction oppo siteý to Its initial direction of roll. rhe di spe rsion of

this tyvpe 1)o m-bict is invt.-r sely proportional to the miagnitude of the roll torque
used to reverse the roll.

P'oth the S-Curve and r~oll -through-zero bon iblets have quasi -balli stic
fl ight c haracte ri stit-s, rellatively l ow drag, and nose -fi i st iml'pact.

Preliminary LlnalytiCal1 studies of the flight tiynam-ic s and d ispe rsion
characteristics of these bomblef $ were accompli shed undler Air Force Con-
tract No. P08635-710-C-GO 12 and the results presensted. in References 1 and
2. These investigations revealed the general feasibility of both the S-Curve
and roil-through -zero) type bomnblets and provide(] preliminary estimates of

the area coverage.

The remaining problemb6 w. ru (1) to determine if these bomblets
could11 properly function under representative cluster break-up conditions,
(2) 1o determine the perfornmance degradation due to realistic configurational
and aerodynamic asymmetries. (3) to determine the actuall impact pattern
distribution;, and (4) to evol%-. bomblet shapes and candidate configurations
adaptable to a wide range of possible warhead and weapon systemn concepts.



The present effort has encompassed both a wide range of analytical
and experimental programs directed toward the answers to these problems.
The analytical effort has entailed the development of a comprehensive Monte
Carlo trajectory an4.impact pattern simulation program, based on modifica-
tions to the six-degree's-of-freedom (.6-DOF) trajectory program (References
3 and 4). Concurrent :rith the previou~s and present analytical efforts, sever-
al series of wind tunnel tests of S-Curve and roll-through-zero bomblet
models were accomplished by the Air Force, using the Arnold Engineering
Development Center (.AEDC) facilities. These data have been integrated into
all of the analytical simulations and are discussed in detail in the body of
this report.

To provide additional verification of the S-Curve bornblet perform-
ance, a flight test program, using gun-launched models, was initiated and
completed during the contractual period. The test plan and model designs
were provided by the contractor, while the tests and data acquisition were
accomplished by the Air Force Armament Laboratory. A summary of the
test results and analyses of these data are provided in this document.

Because the aerodynamic characteristics of bomblet configurations
undergoing combined rolling and coning motions at large trim angles of
attack are still not well understood, the development of a special dynamic
wind tunnel test system was undertaken. The test system was desigined by
the contractor, fabricated by the Air Force Armament Laboratory, and

installed in the Armament Laboratory subsonic wind tunnel. A description
of the test system and its operation is provided.

2



SECTION Ul.

S-CURVE BOMBLET INVESTIGATIONS

A. CONFIGURATIONS

The present effort has been concerned primarily with two basic
S-Curve bomblet configurations as depicted in Figure 1. These two config-
urations were selected from the results of the original analytical study
(Reference 1) as having the best performance characteristics of those
models originally evaluated in the transonic wind tunnel tests (Reference 5).

During the course of the present contractual effort some additional
configurational modifications to the basic 4-caliber body were investigated
in the wind tunnel facilities of AEDC, including two different blunt-nose
shapes and fins with increased span. The larger fins (0.14 caliber exposed
semi-span) were incorporated as a means of improving the allowable axial
cg range.

Because increased span fins complicate te boniblet-dtspen'ser pack-
aging, design studies were accomplished to determine a more optimum
shape. Figure 2 illustrates a modified afterbody which allows the exposed
fin semi-span to, be as large as -0.20 body-diameter without loss of packap-
ing ,-,ficicncy. Design concepts were also devised for rearward extension

.,f the fin assembly as a means of iniproving thw p-tckaging and allowable
axial cg range. An txtensibl '- fin design i; (Idpicted in Figure 3. The con-
figurations shown in Ftigires . and 3 w.re not ,ind tunnel tested, ,ut tests

of a similar extensible tin cincept for an S-Curve version of the BLU-87/ B
are described in Reference 6.

L.ow fineness ratio S-Curve configurations were also briefly-exam -
ined. Figure 4 illustrates two low fineness ratio shapes with S-Curve
moment characteristi(s based on the data of Refcrences 7 and 8. The lift,
damping, and trim stability gradients of these configurations are poor com-
pared with the basic 4-caliber designs.

B. AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS - BASIC S-C(LH'IKV
CONFIGU ;LATIONS

The original aerodynamic data packages for the basic S-Curve bomb-
let configurations (Reference I) have been improved and extended in Mach
number as a result of further wind tunnel tests and analyses. This work is
reviewed in the following paragraphs.

Wind Tunnel Tests The static and dynamic stability characteristics
of the two basic S-Curve bomblet configurations, at Mach numbers from 0.2

3
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to 1.2, were previously described in References 1, 5, and 9. In this
report, only the results of more recent testing will be described. All wind
tunnel tests have been accomplished at the Air Force Arnold Engineering
Development Center (AEDC) test facilities.

During the period of the present contractual effort, additional static
and dynamic stability data for the basic S-Curve configurations were obtained
at Mach numbers 1 .5, 2.0, and 2.5. Also, magnus data and fin cant effec-
tiveness were obtained at subsonic and transonic conditions and roll damping
data were measured at subsonic, transonic, and supersonic Mach numbers.
These additional series of tests are described in References 10 and 11.

Subsequently, two new blunt-nose shapes and increased- span fins
were evaluated in conjunction with both the cylindrical and boattail afterbody
models (References 12 and 13). Static and dynamic stability characteristics
of the modified configurations were determined at subsonic and transonic
conditions.

Static Aerodynamic Characteristics The supersonic wind tunnel
data for the two basic S-Curve configurations show that the static stability
irncreases at supersonic Mach numbers. The S-Curve moment character-
istics are retained at supersonic Mach numbers, but the trim angles are
less than those at subsonic Mach numbers. The trim characteristics of the
two basic bomblet configurations are shown in Figure 5. Note that the trim
data for the boattail bomblet are based on a cg position 0.228 calibers aft
of that for the cylindrical afterbody bomblet. It is significant that the trim
angle of the boattail bomblet varies only slightly as a function of Mach
number, whereas the cylindrical afterbody configuration experiences large
trim changes through the transonic range.

Dynamic Stability The pitch damping, Cmq + Cm&, increases at
supersonic Mach numbers, for both basic configurations. There is only a
slight effect of angle of attack on the damping at supersonic Mach numbers.

Magnus Characteristics The magnus tests of the basic cylindrical-
afterbody configuration show that the magnus force and moment are consid-
erably less than previous estimates based on the data of Reference 14.
Magnus force and moment data at Mach numbers 0.5 and 0.8 are shown in
Figure 6. The data were obtained for a test Reynolds number of 550, 006
based on body diameter, which corresponds to a flight velocity of about
500 feet/second for a 2-inch diameter bomblet under sea level conditiona.
Tests at various Reynolds numbers show that the magnus data are sensitive
to Reynolds number, particularly for angles of attack greater than about 16
degrees.

The magnus force data for angles of attack less than 20 degrees are
positive (negative CNP) and thus are in agreement with body-alone cross

8
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flow predictions based on the applicable cross flow Reynolds number. For
angles of attack greater than eight degrees there appears to be some magnus
effect due to fin-wake interference, since the magnus force is different for
increasing and decreasing spin rates, which has the effect of reversing the
magnus force due to fin-wake interference. Tf.e effect of nose shape on
the magnus characteristics is very pronounced a. 0.5 Mach number, and at
very large angles of attack the spherical nose xornblet experiences negative
magnus forces at RNd = 550,000. However, the magnus fo-rce becomes
positive if the Reynolds number is decreased. These effects are believed
to be due to the fins, since the body-alone magnts character'stics should
not be influenced by Reynolds number for these conditions.

It is noteworthy that the magnus force and moment are quite small at
the nominal trim angles of attack and, hence, the tendency for coning motion
is greatly reduced for the basic S-Curve configurations.

The reason for the large difference between the present results and
the Australian Weapons Research Establishment data on a similar shape
(Reference 14) is not understood.

The magnus characteristics of the basic S-Curve configurations at
supersonic Mach numbers were estimated from data correlations on sirmiiar
shapes and from consideration of both body-fin interference and crose-fl,-
effects. The resulting coefficients were found to be highly nonlinear wi!.
angle of attack.

Spin Characteristics The spin damping coefficient, CG,p, was

measured for the basic S-Curve configuration (Reference 11) and found to
be less than the original estimates presented in Reference 1, although the
increase in damping with angle of attack was similar. New estimates for
the spin damping at supersonic velocities %ere required, since spin damping
tests were not accomplished for Mach numbers greater than 0.9. The
supersonic damping was estimated from fihe subsonic data, using propor-
tionality factors based on the fin normal force derivative.

The fin effectiveness coefficient. C,.• , was measured late in the

program for the model with large span fins (Reference 13). These data are
shown in Figure 7. These coefficients, when corrected for the smaller
size basic fins, are still somewhat larger than the estimated curve, which
was used for most of the notion simulations.

k1ffect of Aerodynamic l4' \n-l" 1)u ring the present effort, the
effect of aerodynamic roll angle on configuration BsNSZAsI Fsz was inves-

tigated in the wind tunnel at supersonic Mach numbers (Reference 10). The
first harmonic coefficients, CSv 1. C, 4MI. and C l , were evaluated at

S15 degrees. For angles of attack less than 10 degrees there is no

ii
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significant effect due to aerodynamic roll angle, but at larger angles ofattack these coefficients increase rapidly and become very nonlinear withangle of attack. The induced roll and side momert coefficients, CSM and

C441 , are plotted in Figure 8 and compared -. ,ith the subsonic results.

Effect of Asymmetrical Nose-Rouchness It has been reported thatasymmetrical nose roughness can have a sign;ficant effect on the side force,side moment, and roll moment (Refcrence 15L If nose roughness is confinedto a single meridional orientation, the above coefficients can experience anabrupt change in magnitude an4 sign when the body-fixed roughness plane andthe angle of attack plane coincide. A typical variation of the side momentcoefficient variation as a function of the aerodynamic roll angle is depicted
in Figure 9.

To model such affects in the 6-DOF computer program, a specialaerodynamic step function was provided, which together with first and secondoradtr roll dependent harmonics, permitted a close approximation of the testdata. Figure 9 also shows a typical fit obtained with the step function andharmonics. Provision was also made for the step function to have a differ-
ent phase for the side moment and the roll moment.

The asymmetrical nose-roughness effect was not incorporated for allof the 6-DOF motion aimulations. but was investigated as a separate and
cin"•t aerodynamic asynmetry.

F'fect of Incre-azsed S)pmn Yins The effect of increasing the vxuosedsem--span of th, basic S-Ctirve bomnbct fains from 0. 078 caliber to 0.14caliber was invostigal d as a meani of improving the bomblet allowable cgrange. The effect of the iarer fins on the normal for.-v centvr nf prossureis depicted in Figurv 10. The incr;.teid fit s•nv •llgows a 0.3 Valiber aftcg shift for the cylindrical aftc rtuidy cc nfignrattiotitud a 0. 1" Valiber aft cgshift for the boattalil aftsrtuidy a•i igUrsic~n at s•su6n•om conditions. Thelarger fin* Alow Ui th g to be at or nr-tr thv hody tmdpo int. D0ta are talsoshown for a tanfigtiration with int reased nose ¢irvature. Although t•,p
center-of-pressure is moved re,.rward. the S-Ctirve moment chara'cer.istic is lost, since the otefter of pressurv moves forward with increasing
angle of attack.

The itttrease in fin jSpan was fou~td to have ntal.izie effOtd on theinduced aorodynamic forces And tmotit CiLoffielrts. 4 , CM . 4"d
t4 for angles olf attack 1es, thoi i2 divroe#. •o augl of attack Imrger
than Z0 degrees there t. some once in the induced aero4ynamit coeffi-
cients for the two different fin sizes. particularly the :ol! m,'truent. Cj.

The w.agnus (orcv Coefficienlt ior -onfigura~iOb tSN&;A1 . -1h
the increased span fins, are about erq; or tess than those for the itsmllcr
fins at angles of attack less thaa eight degrees. The Magnus 4a&4 for

13
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configuration BSNSZASIFS5 are described in Reference 13. At angles of

attack greater than twenty degrees the magnus force becomes increasingly
positive (CNp < 0) for the large fins. The magnus moment, in contrast, is

significantly increased for the larger fins at all angles of attack less than
about twenty degrees, and CMp is positive throughout this angle of attack

range for Mach numbers of 0.9 and less. The magnus moment coefficients
for the configuration with large fins are highly nonlinear with angle of attack,
and CMp becomes negative for angles of attack greater than twenty degrees.

Interestingly, positive fin cant reduces the magnus moment, and for 3 de-
grees cant the magnus moment is near zero for subsonic Mach numbers and
angles of attack less than about 10 degrees.

Aerodynamic Coefficients - 6-D)0F Simulations A tabulation of the
aerodynamic coefficients used for the 6-DOF motion simulations are pre-
sented in Tables I and II for the basic cylindrical afterbody and boattail
afterbody configurations, respectively. The aerod)-namic coefficients are
tabulated both as a function of Mach number and angie of attack. Coefficients
are shown for only five Mach numbers because of the limitation of the 6-DOF
trajectory program. A detailed description of the coefficient definitions can
be found in References 3 and 16. The coefficients are divided into two
groups- the first group of coefficients represents the aerobaliistic coeffi-
cients which are independent of the y-z body-axis roll orientation. The
second group of coefficients is applicable only to a specific set of y-z body-
fixed axes, which are aligned with a plane of rotational symmetry. This
second group of coefficients defines the induced aerodynamic forces and
moments, which are harmonic functions of the aerodynamic roll angle, as
well as the coefficients which describe the configurational and aerodynamic
asymmetries.

C. PREDICTED FLIGHT DYNAMICS OF BASIC CONFIGURATIONS

E ffect of R1oll )cptnd-nt A nroyramic CLoefficients The addition of
roll dependent aerodynamic coefficients, CSy" CSM, and Cy,,ý, to the pre-
vious 6- IX)1" motion simulations (Reterence I) produced sonme interesting
results. I For small configuratiuval asymmetries and sniall cant angles,
it was fo 4nd that roll lock-in was Occurring for nearly all of the computed
motion histories. It was also noted that the lock-in was not a direct result
of the roll torques. It was liscovered that the lock-in is critically affected
by the roll dependent side moment. A re-examination of the equation for
zero coning motion (Appendix 1) has tIiown that for zero roll rate the roll
dependent side moment must h.av.:. positive gradient with respect to the

1 The induced aerodynamic coefficients were not included in the original

S-Curve bomblet simulations, Reference 1.

17
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TABLE I. AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENT SUMMARY FOR BASIC
S-CURVE CONFIGURATION BsNszAsIFsZ
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TABLE II. AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENT SUMMARlY FOR BASIC
S-CURVE CONFIGURATION BsNsIAszFs3
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aerodynamic roll angle for the zero coning solutions to be stable, i.e.,

d >S 0 : stable zero coningdC

Figure i i illustrates the side moment coefficient variation with • for con-
figuration BsNszAs1Fs? and the values of 1) at lock-in for a series of ten
trajectories which included both roll dependent moments and cg lateral
offset. In all cases lock-in occurs in regious where the inequality is satis-
fied.

The lock-in condition implies that the roll rate and coning rates are
identical, so that zero coning is possible only for the singular case of zero
roll rate. Although the side moment controls the region of lock-in, the
specific lock-in conditions are determined by the roll torques. The effect
of the roll torques will be discussed next.

Effect of CG Lateral Offset Since for small cant angles lock-in
can be expected from the side moment, as described above, it is important
to see how the lock-in may influence the roll dynamics, since the roll rate
and coning rate will be identical. The roll dynamics can be greatly influ-
enced by cg lateral offset, as well as by the fin cant and fin-induced
aerodynamic moments. From the diagram of Figure 12, it is seen that
the roll moment due to cg offset is 2

Sd N sinl (

where

Thus, the roll moment due to eg offset depends both upon the aerodynamic
roll angle, ý , and the orientation of the fin salmnetry planes with respect
to the orientation of the cg offset,. which is given by the at",-. . For a
particular bomblet r• is a constant, while th-. aerodynamic rotll angle, 4
is influenced strontlv by the fact that the motion tends towtard a condition
where d C.S/d t has a positive gradient. This Impphes that the angle ?
which controls the roll moment due to cg lateral offset, will have discon-
tCnuous ranges of values, and consequently, the induced roll moment itself
wi!) chan•ge incrementally, depending upon the lock-in angle. The induced
roll moment due to cg offset reaches a tmaximwn when C has values of
",/2. 3ft!Z, etc.

Equation (1) assumes that all other transverse aerodynamic forces are

zero.
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Figure 12. Definition of Angles and Axes. Use:d in I)escribing
lBonmbhet Roll Dynamics

The roll rate (and also the coning rate) will obviously depend upon
both the roll driving torques and roll damping, although the direction of roll
will in many instances be determined by the roll torque duc to cg offset,
because it will often be larger than the fin cant and fin inducv-' aerodynamic
roll moments.

Detailed examination of 6-DOF motion histories for a series of runs
where the standard deviation oi ty was 0.008 inch, showed that for all the
runs where lock-in occurred, the teiminal spin rate was of the same sign
and approximately proportional to the induced roll moment resulting from
the cg lateral offset.

'l'hth effect 4f cg lateral offset on the dispersion is biown in Figure
I 3. Th.e data were tbtained fromi 6 DOF trajectory Calvulations with and
withort vg fIw-.t, and ehtow the iticrease or decrease in radial dispersion
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at; a htmction of cg late ral ,ffset. As catn he seen, the dispersion data
tend to li erratic because of the increrrwntal chainges in the roll lock-in
angle and roll rate. It is also noteworthy that a cg offset of only O.OOZ
inch has a large effect on the dispersion.

Effect of Fin Cant For large cg offsets, the preceding indicates
that large roll and coning rates can be anticipated, as l0ng as lock-in occurs.
An obviotus approach to the prevention of lock-in is the use of large intention-
al fin cant, stich that the effects of ,g offset and the side moment are over-
Com01e,.

A preliminary evaluation was made using a cant angle of 0.5 degree
anad a standard deviation of rg lateral offset of 0.OO inch. For a trim
• tqhle of atta4 k of 10 degre.s and a vg offset of 0.008 inch. the maximum
roll torque dlue to vg offset is approximately the same as that due to cant.



Out of 10 flight simulations only one lock-in condition was noted. Figure 14
compares the roll rates and angle of attack plane histories for two bomblet
flights differing only in the cant angle and cg offset. The angle of attack
plane rotation (coning) is significantly reduced with the intentional fin cant,
even though the roll rate is greatly increased.

The effectiveness of intentional fin cant has also been proven from
large Monte Carlo samples where, in addition to cg lateral offset, lateral
misalignment and nose-roughness asymmetry were also present.

It should be mentioned that the effectiveness of intentional fin cant is
due in part to the relatively small spin dependent magnus moment. This
allows the roll rate to be increased to moderate values without adverse
magnus effect on the coning motion.

The maximum cant angle is established either by magnus considera-
tions or by the possibility of the configuration becoming gyroscopically
stable. The cant angle required for gyroscopic stability decreases very
rapidly as the bomblet fineness ratio is decreased, due both to the decrease
in the ratio of the transverse to axial moment of inertia and the reduction in
unstable pitching moment derivative at zero angle of attack.

D. DISPERSION PREDICTION - GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

It is difficult to assess the impact dispersion characteristics of the
S-Curve type bomblet without consideration of the exact bomblet motion.
This is due to the fact that the aerodynamic lift force (which provides the
dispersion) is constantly changing in magnitude and direction as a result of
the bomblet dynamics. The dynamics of the S-Curve type bomblet, in turn,
are highly sensitive to the initial flight conditions and bomblet configura-
tional asymmetries.

For these reasons the trajectory calculations have been formulated
so as to provide the closest possible duplication of actual bomblet flight.
This has necessitated that the initial flight conditions at dn.zyv •,•¢r opening
and during cluster break-up be realistically simulated, nand that bomblet
configurational asymmetries be introduced which are representative of
actual production ordnance.

In contrast, a simplified treatment of the bomblet dispersion based
on constant trim angle of attack and no angular motion, would not only over-
predict the dispersion but would not provide an impact pattern distribution.
Subsequently, poor agreement between the simulations and flight results
wohld be expected.

Z4
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Monte Carlo Method To the maximum practicable extent, the per-
formance of the S-Curve bomblet has been investigated using the Monte
Carlo method, taking into account both the randomness of the initial flight
conditions and the confign rational asymmetries. The Monte Carlo technique
and its adaptation to the simulation of bomblet cluster break-up and configu-
rational as.ymmetries is described in Section IV. Except for center-of-
gravity lateral offset, parametric analyses (with one or more fixed values
of each parameter) have been avoided, since results obtained in this way
can be misleading unless a sufficient range of all variables is investigated.
The limitation of the parametric type of analysis is simply a result of the
fact that nearly all of the parameter responses are nonlinear. This pre-
cludes any generalization of the results or the use of linear superposition
as a means of determining the combined effect of a large number of param-
eters. Although parametric analysis is widely used in the determination of
the dispersion of conventional bombs, projectiles, and missiles, it is not
appropriate for self-dispersing ordnance.

E. MONTE CARLO IMPACT PATTERNS

Except where noted, dispersion data have been computed for bomb-
lets uf standardized size, weight, and inertia. The standardized physical
characteristics data are summarized in Table Ill. Also, emphasis has
been p,,:edon three dispenser event conditions, corresponding to dispenser
or warhead function at high subsonic, transonic, and supersonic Mach
numbers, "espectively, The high subsonic event condition is defined as
the basic event condition, and is identical to that considered for the original
S-Curve dispersion studies (Reference I). The transonic event conditions
are represento'ive of those for a prototype guided dispenser, while the
supersonic event conditions are based on the flight characteristics of a
surface -to- surface tactical missile warhead.

TABI.IE 111. PHYblCAL CHIARACTERISTICS DATA FOR
STUNDARD SIOE S-CURVE BOM1BLET

ength tth

Diameter 2 inches

Aerodynarni. Roference Area, 0.02t8 tt 2

Aerodynamnic P•fervnce Length 0.16 7 9'et

Weight IS ~n

Axial Mumint of Inertia, Ix 1.6l24 X 1O0 4 otig-ftZ

r. sVers,- Mmient uf Inerttia. I1 .. . 10,4 .. ..I-
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Except where noted, the bomblet initial motion perturbations at
cluster break-out and the bomblet configurational asymmetries correspond
to the values described in Section IV of this report.

Impact Dispersion Pattern - Basic Evert Condition Figure 15
shows the computed Monte Carlo impact pattern data f-r the basic high-
subsonic event condition, with Z000 feet height-of-burst (14OB). The pattern
is computed for the cylindrical afterbody bomblet configuration
BsNs 2 As1Fsz, with the center-of-gravity positioned for a nominal sitbsonic
trim angle of attack of 10 degrees. The impact pattern is a composite of
two separate simulations. The open symbols represent a Monte Carlo sim-
ulation of 100 runs in which the cg lateral offset was neglected, but all
other configuration asymmetri~s were included. The solid symbols repre- *
sent a simulation of 70 runs with a standard deviation of cg lateral offset
of 0.0016 inch. In the latter series the fin cant was identically zero. The
standard deviation values of cross-range dispersion are within two percent
for the two groups, while the standard deviation values of range dispersion
are within ten percent for the two groups. Thus, small values of cg lateral
offset do not significantly affect the impact pattern, even though the effect on
individual trajectories may be large.

The overall pattern length is seen to be about 1000 feet, while the
overall pattern width i. about 800 feet. For the combined patterns, the
standard deviations of range and cross-range dispersion with respect t, the
mean zenter oi impact are 231 and 183 feet. respectively. This shows that
the impact points tend to have greater concentration toward the center of the
pattern. Figure 16 shows the cumulative probability distributions for the
first group. The distribution of impact points is piece-wise normal, 3 em-
phasizing the fact that the impact dispersion characteristict are the result
of nonlinear interactions between the disper sion paramtters.

Comparisou yvwth /ero C on utoo It I s cf interest to compare
the Monte Carlo results with a pattern prediction based on zero coning. For
the bai4it- event condition, a series oi 4eru coning tr-jectories were caom-
puted with the initial orientation of the angle of attak k plane as a parameter.
The initial angle of attack was in all case•s 4wzumed to bt v degrees (nose
outward from the line of flight) anti clh.,ter break-up was assumed to occur
instantaneously at an altitude ZOO feet below the diapenser 110B. This point
represents approximately the lowest cluster break-oit point in the Monte
Carlo simulations. The locus of impact points computed in this manner is
shown superimposed on the Monte Cat to pattern of Figure 16.

3 The normal distribution appears as a straight line on the probability
graph.
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It is apparent that the simplified theory overpredicts the Monte Carlo
dispersion pattern; however, the maximum dispersion values computed in
the Monte Carlo simulations closely approach the zero coning boundary.

Transonic and Supersonic Delivery Monte Carlo dispersion data
for the transonic dispenser event condition were computed for the basic

boattaii-a iLerbody bomblet, because this configuration has much better trim
characteristics through the tfanisonic range. Preliminary pattern size pre-
dictions based on zero coning showed that the boattail bomblet would have
about twice the di.spersion of the cylindrical afterbody bomblet. The cluster-
breakout perturbations and configurational asymmetries correspond to the
data of Section 1V, except tJhat cg lateral offset is neglected.

Figure 17 shows the computed impact pattern for the transonic dis-

penser event conditions with HOB of 2000 feet. The standard deviations of
cross-range and range dispersion with respect to the mean center of impact
are within ten percent of those for the subsonic event condition.

For the supersonic event (VE - 2000 fps) the boattail configuration
was again selected. The impact pattern data are shown in Figure 18. The
results show a very large ihcrease in the area coverage, with a few bomb-
lets impacting several thousand feet forward of the mean center of impact.
Thus, it is evident that the large dynamic pressure can be exploited for
increased dispersion, notwithstanding the proportionately larger terminal
spin rates and tendencies for coning motion.

lable IV summarizes *he statistical dispersion data for the subsonic,
transonic, and supersonic event conditions which have been evaluated. It

will be noted that the standard deviation values of the range and croýs-range
dispersion for the supersonic event condition are greate.Žr than the subsonic
and transonic values by factors of about four and two, respectively. Ob-
viously, this larger dispersion can al,;o be exploited by a decrease in the
HOB.

Effect of Static Unbalance The static unbalance (late-al center-of-
gravity offset) of a bomblet configuration can be expected to vat-y widely
depending upon the method of manufacture and assembly. Using the sub-
sonic event condition, separate Monte Carlo impact pattern simuLations
were accomplished for the following values of static unbalance: 0, 0.0016,
0.0080, and 0.0400 iich. The initial motion perturbations and iateral mis-
alignment remained identicaL to those used for the previously described
simulations. A minimum of 70 trajectories was cormiputed for each simu-
lation. For these simulations the fin cant was assumed to be identically
zero. The results of the simulations are summarized in Figure 19, which
is a plot of both the maximum dispersion and the standard deviation of dis-
persion versus the cg lateral offset parameter. The results show that cg
offsets greater than 0.001 inch have a measurable effect on the dispersion
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TABLE IV. COMPARISON OF IMPACT DISPERSION DATA FOR
SUBSONIC, TRANSONIC, AND SUPERSONIC EVENT CONDITIONS

Standard Standard
Mean Mean Deviation Deviation
Range Cross-Range Range Cross-Range

Event Conditions X Y OX (3y

(Feet) (Feet) (Feet) (Feet)

Subsonic Event 1853 -17 221 181

VE = 900 fps

YE = 45"

Transonic Event 875 11 202 183

VE 1145 fps

'YE : 65.7'

Supersonic Event 1978 -139 959 470

VE - 2000 fps

" E 5O I

Note: 1) 1l10 k !000 feet.

2) Conrfij~uration BsNs)AI. 1 S2 folr suhsInic event.

Configuration IlSNSIA. ZFS3 for tiransoni" adl(I supersronic

eventm.
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and that for cg offsets greater than 0.01 inch a very large decrease in
both the maximum and standard deviation of dispersion can be expected.

Effect of Fin Cant Some of the preceding simulations were repeated
using intentional values of fin cant of 0.1, 0.5, and 2.5 degrees. The 0.5
degree cant angle was found to significantly increase the dispersion for cg
lateral offsets of 0.0016 and 0.0080 inch, and the results are superimposed
on the zero cant data in Figure 19. The 0.1 degree cant angle was found to
be insufficient to prevent roll lock-in even for a cg offset of 0.0016 inch,
and out of 35 trajectories, 21 developed a roll lock-in type motion with F
constant. The 2.5 degree cant angle, which was investigated in conjunction
with the 0.0400 inch cg offset, did not improve the dispersion. TPhis was
due both to the increased magnus moment and the tendency toward spin
stabilization.

It should be emphasized that a finite trim angle of attack due to the
S-shaped -moment curve will exist only if the configuration is gyroscopically
unstable. The cant angle required for gyroscopic stability at zero angle of
attack is only 3.0 degrees at Mach numb.r 0.5. Because of the nonlinearity
of the moment curves, the non-rolling trim is reduced by cant angles less
than 3. 0 degrees.

Effect of Initial Pitch Disturbanct' For the basic Monte Carlo sim-
ulations an initial pitch rate at cluster break-Out WO:; introduced such that the
rnagni tude of the first peak in the angle (if attack oscillation had a 2 .- value
of about 4, degrves. For a 900 fps etvent velocity, the corresponding
standard deviation for the pitch ratte was estimated tO he about 35 radians/
setcond. Statistical analysis of 30 Montt, Carlo siimilations computed with a
.•tawidrd ,'tviation of initia'l pitch rate equal to 3V radians/second showed
that the maximum angle of attack was ;2 degree.- anrd that the mfean value Of
the first oscillation peak was A l degroe s. A se•ond Montt. Carlo simu~lation
was aCComplished with hvice the pttch rate at cluster break-out. Again.
from mnaly, sit: of 30 trajecto-ic's, the 1114".iniutm angle (f attack was found to
be 9? 1hIgrees. h hile the _tn value of the first oscillation peak was in-
creased to 41, de. rees with a standard deviation of 21 degrees.

Tht- effect of the increased pitch rate on the impact dispersion was
surprisingly small; the itandardl deviation of c ross-range dispersion was
doct ,a: 'd about 20 percent, while the standard deviation of range disper-
sion u , ictually tncrcased about 5i percent.

fhect r( hIcreasod Tri . of Attaek The Itmpact p.ite mn.s
shown Fig res l'5, 17. and 1 arv- Iased on bosmblet configuratifons which
have a nominal trim angle of attaAA. of approximately 10 dt-gries at low sub-
sonic velocities. This trim angle was slectetd conservatively. so as to
avoid possible anomalous bomblet motions due to the highly nonlinear induwed
aerodynamic momento at large angles o• attack. To determine tht.



significance of these nonlinearities at large angles of attack, the nominal
trim angle of attack of the cylindrical -afterbody bomblet was increased to
16 degrees, and a new Monte Carlo simulation accomnplished. The impact
patterns are compared in Figure 20. For the large trim angle, the standard
deviation values of range and cross-range dispersion are increased by fac-
tors of 1.67 and 2.20, respectively. These compalce to a factor of 1.72 for
the boirimeL niormal force increase at the larger trim angle.

Effect of Bomblet Mass Density While the S-Curve bomblet disper-
sion is essentially proportional to the lift/weigh& ratio, the effect of the
bomblet mass and inertia is also felt through tl',e pitch and roll dynamics.
To determine more exactly the relationship between the dispersion and the
bomblet mass density, Monte Carlo simulations were accomplished for two
bomblet configurations differing only in mass density. The heavy bomblet
was assumed to have twice the mass density- of the standard bomblet. For
these simulations the boattail bomblet configuration was assumed, with the
nonminal trim angle, of attack adjusted to -ixteen degrees. The basic sub-
sonic event condition was selected for the analysis.

The computed impact patterns (based on 30 trajectories each) were
statistically analyzed and it was found that the standard deviations of range
and cross-range dispersion for the healvy bomblet were 47 percent of those
for the reference bomblet; in other words, the dispersion was approximately
proportional to the reciprocal of the mass ratio.

The results show that th,. effects oi mass on the flight time and flight
velocity tend to be compensatory insofar as the dispersion is concerned.
Also, the dispersion is appare-itly, not very sensitive to changes in the roll
and pitch dynamics resulting (rom the increased moments of inertia.

Effect of Nose-HoughnsAs metry The effect which nose-
roughness asymmetry can have on the aerodynamic characteristics of an
S-Curve type bomblet is L4 srribed in Section 1I-B. To determine the effect
of nose-roughness type asymmetry on the dispersion, Monte Carlo simula-
tions were accoomolished for the cylindrical -afterbody bomblet configuration
using the basic subsonic event conditions. The standard devi.tion values for
cant and lateral misalignment were identical to those derived in Section IV.
while the standard deviation of cg lateral offset was assumed to be 0.0016
inch.

For the first Monte Carlo simulation the mean fin cant was set to
.zero. The impact data, ir the case of zero mean cant, showed a 40 percent

reduction in the standard deviation values of range and cross-range, when
comparison was made with the impact pattern data computed without nose-
roughness asymmetry. Detailed v'xamination of the bomblet motion histories
showed that periods of roll lock-iii and erratic pitching motion were encount-
I Ie.'..
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The Monte Carlo simulation was repeated with a mean fin cant angle
of 0.5 degree. With intentional fin cant the reduction in the standard devia-
tion of cross-range dispersion was only 3 percent while the reduction in
range dispersion was but 15 percent.

Thus, nose-roughness asymmetry should not be of great concern if
intentional fin cant is utilized.

F. SPECIAL STUDIES - HIGH DRAG AND DUAL MODE BOMBLETS

For certain bomblet warheads, a near-vertical flight path at impact
is desirable as a means of achieving optimum weapon effectiveness.

High-Drag Bomblet A brief investigation was made to determine
the effect of drag on the flight characteristics of a typical S-Curve bomblet.
The high-drag configuration was assumed to have a two-caliber attached-
inflatable-decelerator (AID), which would be configured such that the bomb-
let would retain an S-curve pitching moment. The modified configuration
was assumed to have the same lift and trim characteristics as the basic
cylindrical afterbody bomblet, but the subsonic drag coefficient was in-
creased by an order of magnitude.

Figure 21 compares the planar trajectory and range dispersion for
the basic and high-drag configurations, based on the representative subsonic
dispenser event condition. Bomblet orientation for maximuwi dispersion is
assumed. The trajectory data show that a large amount of dispersion is lost
due to the higher drag, even though the flight time is increased.

The increased drag was effective in increasing the naximum flight
path angle at impact from 65 to 81 degrees and the minimum flight path
angl, at impact from 10 degrees to 72 degrees.

Dual-Mode nomblet The dual-mode S-Curve bomblet incorporates
a drag device which can be deployed after a pre-selected time of flight.
Dispersion is achieved during the first (lifting) flight phas - the
second (high-drag) flight phase is utilized for increasing the flight path
angle at impact.

Trajectory and dispersion data for the dual-mode type' S-Curve
bomblet are compared with the standard S-Curve hbonblet in Figure 22. 3e-
suits for the dual-mode bomblet are shown for two different value.s of the
drag coefficient for the high-drag phase. The smatller drag coefficivnt is
representative of an AID configuration while the larger drag ,o:effit.ient i.i
rt-prosentative of a small parakhutv.

I)epiloyment of a drag tehvicc at about 2.0 seconds 4ftor rvealt .uid at
abltit 1000 It-et alx've gr.mnd I4-vel significantly increases the, i.ip.act (light
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path angle but, at the same time, cause a. large loss in range dispersion,
particularly for the parachute device,

To achieve both large dispersion and large impact flight path angles
it is evident that decelerator deplovrn-ent must be delayed. In fact, for the
lift-down trajectories, it is not even neccssary for the decelerator to deploy,
since the impact flight path angles are large in any case. With the para-
chute-type decelerator depto-,ved At 4.0 seconds the range dispersion is about
1 500 feet while the impact flight path angle is of the order of 70 degrees for
both the lift-uip and lift-down cases.

G. ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATE S-CURVE CONFIGURATIONS

Many bluff- shaped bodies with low aspect ratio fins or subcaliber
stabilizers can be made to have S-Curve moment characteristics with either
small or no modifications.

Candidate S-Curve configurations of both low-fineness and high-fine-
flCss ratio can be selected with good lift-curve slopes. However, the after-
body configuration is quite important and most boattail shapes, while having
good moment characteristics, tend to experience a reduction in lift-curve
slope.

A number of recent wind tunnel tests of bomb and bornblet mnodels
provide data on configurations which differ significantly from the two basic
S-Curve bomblets analyzed in the preseý.t .4ttudies. References 6. 7. a. 14,
17. -And IS present aerodynamic data on confiLitrations wit~i S-Curve mo-
ment characteristics, which may he usefulu in the tievolopienott fif alterr'ate
S-Curve configurations. Normal forc-e slopes for a number of candidate
S-Curvte configurationis are' preseotce in Figure Z3.

It is noteworthy that S-Curve vrsions nf the APIAM antl ILU-87
boniblots, Ioth possv:ss poor lift curve slopes. 4

Low-Fineness-Ratim) Configtittions Lo.w fineness ratio homblets
are somn'etimecs of interest because of warhead compatibility and dispenser-
packaging considerations. The practicability of a low- fineness- ratio
S-Curve borrblet has been roviewed and so~me 6-DOF motion simulations
accomplished. Two asects of the pitching moment behavior of low-fineness-
ratio shapes are dmnrieneutal to good 1Iight characteristics: first the low
fineness ratio body has & b-uti ntiotunt ctirva slope at roro angle of attack
for trim anples less than abouit 0.1 01Vegrevs. tfecondly, these configuration.#

4 S-uv type cirpere-ton has been attvmpted with footh thie Al AIM awl
11.11- 87 (vt Utrt'nc t' 6 and 19).
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tend to have a rearward center of pressure shift at zero angle of attack with
increasing Mach number, which in many instances maken the configuration
stable at small angles of attack above the critical Mach number.

Although the dispersion performance of the low-fineness-ratio
S-Curve configuration at subcritical Mach numbers appears promising under
ideal conditions, the effects of u tintentional roll and initial disturbances
tend to greatly reduce the dispersion. One of the basic problems is that a
low-fineness-ratio configuration becomes gyroscopically stable at small roll
rates, as a result of both the reduction in the polar to transverse moments
of inertia ratio and the reduction in the pitching moment derivative with de-
creasing fineness ratio. For a large diameter bomblet, which was investi-
gated in detail, gyroscopic stability was achieved with a roll rate as small
as 3 cps. Even at roll rates less than that required for gyroscopic stabili-
zation, the gyroscopic precession resulting from roll anti the nut-of-trim
pitching moment causes spiralling flight.

It is thus concluded that considerable effort would be required to
develop a practicable low-fineness-ratio S-Curve bomblet, and, probably,
severe restrictions would have to be imposed upon the release environment.

IH. AIR-GUN I.AUNCHED MODEL. FYIE-FIAGHT TESTS

Free-flight tests of the S-Curve-type bomhlot were accomplished at
test area f-82 at Eglin Air Force Base, Florida during October 1972. A

3.S-in~ch-bnre air gun from the ItAHS test facility was -ised for launching the
models at nominal velocititei of AN) to 400 tps and at an initial flight path
angle of $0 degrees. The first scrie'i of tests wkas arcuompiihed with 3-inch-
dianeter S-Curve homblet models of the cylvidrical atfterhody configuration
IsNsaAsIst .These models were latnched singly At zero angle of attack
The i-inch.diarnettr models were t•-vttd tnt." tVw-o grvtap,- the first group of
29 models was ballasted nose heavY for non-hiting ftllstic ight, while the
second group of 32 models had the evstitr tit gratity Lj calibers from the
nose (corresponding to the basic S-Curve Five ntg•rtton). Fie .models of the
second group incorporated intentional fin mislignment. thei.- cond sierics

of tests utilized 1.5-inch-diameter msdeis, which were launchetd in clusters
of seven by tho use of a special sabot. The s<cond series tf tests uttlized
36 cylindrical afterbody bomblet models and d4 boattall "fterbody bombiet
models. Physical characteristics data for thp afight-test models are -oou,
marized in Table V.

Velocity and attitude mnt a--r&,nemnts for mrnnt o•f the tests wrrrý
obtAined from high-• peed motion picture coverage of an 840fo4 segnwg-nt Of
the initial trayectory. For the standard 3-inch models, the mean launch
velnc ity was determined to be 369 ipsa w;th a standard deviatton of 10 fp•.
For the cluster rounds, the mean velouity was 160 fps with a Atandard devia-
tou~n Gf 2S fps,.

4$
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rARLE V. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS DATA FOR S-CURVE

FREE- FLIGHT- TEST MODELS

Configurations

Para'meter Cylindrical Afterbody -Boattaild -
Afterbod¥ _

3-Inch 1.5 -lnc .5-Inch

Diameter Diameter Diameter
Ballistic Standard Standard Standard

Model length (Inches) 12. 0 12. 0 6.0 6.0

Weight (PIunds) 5. 13 5. 13 1. 04 1.04

CG (Inches from nose) 3. 0 4.48 2. 3 2.79

CG (Calibers from nost. 1.00 1.493 1. 1. 86

Moments of Inertia

Polar (Slug-fth) 0. 00136 0. 00133 N/A N/A

Transverse (Slug-ft') 0. 0105 0.00874 N/A N/A

The lateral velocity perturbations for the standard 3-inch S-Curve
models vere of the order of 9 fps (standard deviation). Wind velocities dur-
ing the tests were generally less than 5 mph and no wind corrections were
applied to the test impact pattern data.

Impact Patterns Flight test impact patterns for the 3-inch diarr-
eter models are shown in Figures 24 and 25. Figure _24 depicts the impact
pattern of the non-lifting ballistic models, while Figure 25 illustrates the
impact pattern of the standard bornblet.

The test results are compared with Monte Carlo simulations using
the aerodynamic coefficient data of Table I with appropriate adjustment for
longituftdinal center of gravity. The Monte Carlo simulation,- .! incorporate
the velocity perturbations described above. For the Moznt- ,r! simula-
tions the configurational asymmetries were assumed to be th,. satne as for
the prototype bomblets (paragraph E)), including it standardl eidviation valkue
for cg lateral offset of 0.0016 inch.

The test impact pattern for the ballistic models (Figure 24) shows
relatively small cross-range dispersion, as would be expected. The mean
center of impact as determined from the test data is 3110 feet from the
launch point.

The Monte Carlo sirnulation for the ballistic models results in a

m(nan center of impact at 3310 feet, or 200 feet greuter range than

14L1
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the test data. The predicted cross-range dispersion also exceeds the ob-
served cross-range dispersion. Thus, the cross-range velocity perturba-
tions used in the simulations (which were derived from the photo coverage
of the test launchings) are probably too large. I

The test impact pattern for the standard 3-inch S-Curve models
(Figure 25) confirms the effectiveness of the S-Curve dispersion concept.
The test impact pattern is approximately 800 feet in width and 1200 feet in
length, with the mean center of impact approximately 2800 feet from the
launch point.

The Monte Carlo simulation for the 3-inch S-Curve models results
in an impact pattern similar to the test results, with the mean center of
impact about 3000 feet from the launch point. The standard deviations of
range and cross range, as determined for both the flight-test and simulated
impact patterns, are summarized in Table VI. Comparison of the test data
with the Monte Carlo simulation shows that the range dispersion is slightly
under-predicted while the cross-range dispersion is over-predicted. The
initial cross-range velocity perturbations (which are probably too large)
contribute to the over-prediction of the crosL -ra.age.

The effect of intentional fin misalignment on the test models is also
indicated in Figure 25. Although the sample is small, an improvement in
cross-range dispersion is noted with intentional fin cant and roll.

A group of 10 recovered 3-inch-diameter S-Curve models were
re-flown to determine the effect of nose scratches and other asymmetries
resulting from impact damage. Dispersion data for this test group are stun-
marized in Table VI. As expected, the test data indicate a moderate de-
crease in both dispersion and range.

Test results for the 1.5-inct-diameter cluster-launched models atre
shown in Figure Z6. An extremely large impact pattern was achieved for
the hoattail bomblet, while the cylindrical afterbody bomblet displayed an
t.longatd pattern with reduced cross-range dispersion compa,-,-d with the
3-iný-h-chameter cylindrical-afterbody homblet.

Although Monte Carlo simulations were not attempted for the cluster
shote (because the initial conditions were poorly knu%,n), it wuz anticipated
that the dispersion would increase in proportion to the trimned lift/weig'it
ratio for the respective model configurations. Thus, the dispersion of the
1.5-inch-diamneter cylindrical and boattail-afterbody models was expected
to increase compared to the 3-inch-diamneter cylindrical-afterbody modc:l
by the lift/weight ratios which were 1.23 and 1.44, respectivey. The cross-
range ,iispersion of t6e 1.5-inch-diameter boattail models is in approximate
agretme:nt with the lift/weight ratio, but the cross-range dispersion of the
1. ri. ch-diametr cylindrical-afterbody models does not agree with the
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lift/weight ratio. No explanation Is yet available for the unusual perform-
ance of the 1.5-inch-diameter cylindrical-afterbody models.

TABLE VI. SUMMARY OF IMPACT DISPERSION I)ATA FOR
AIR-GUN- LAUNCHED FREE-FLIGHT MODELS

Mi/ean Standard Standard
Range Deviation Deviation

Range Cross-Range
(Feet) (Feet) (Feet)

3-Inch-Diameter Ballistic Models

Test Results 3110 271 27

Monte Carlo Simulation 3310 105 119

3-Inch- Diameter Standard
S-Curve Models

Test Results a 2783 249 177

Monte Carlo Simulation 3033 222 32Z

Test Results for Re-Flown
Models 2542 227 122

l.5-lnch-Diameter S-Curve Models

Test Results- - Cylindrical
Afterbody 1981 333 108

Test Results- - Boattail
Afterbody 2033 642 233

a Includes models with intentional fin misalignmenL
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SECTION III

ROLL- THROUGH- ZERO BOMBLET INVESTIGATIONS

A. CONFIGURATIONS

During the present contra~ctual effort attention was focused on the
development of a practical roll-through-zero bomblet configuration. The
principal configurational requirements for this type bomblet are (1) a large
trimmed lift coefficient, (2) a means for trimming the bomblet in pitch, and
(3) a means for reversing the initial direction of roll.

The roll reversing torque must be small, since the deflection of the
bomblet trajectory, and hence the dispersion, has previously been shown
(Reference 1) to be related to the static roll torque coefficient by the expres-
sion

CN Ix

mt C° Z

where AY is the total deflection of a roll-through-zero trajectory in rela-
tion to a corresponding ballistic trajectory.

In addition, the bomblet must have a relatively large stability margin
at trim such that the pitch natural frequency i s above the intended range of
roll rates. This, in turn, requires that the trim moment be relatively large.
At the same time, the induced roll moments due to the trim surfaces must be
small in comparison with roll reversing torque coefficient, Cý . When all

of these factors are considered, the design of the roll-through-zero bomblet
becomes quite complex.

Investigation has shown that wings and canards, while offering good
trimmed lift. tend to havv highly unfavorable induced roll and side moments,
precluding their use. Likewise, estimates have shown that a & 'ig-type trim
device w0ll, in general, provide insufficient trim moment. and •;•y also lead
to sitraohv induced roll and side moments through intv'fervr,-e effects.

The usv of intentional fi, incidence for trim was propo~sed as the re-
sult of preliminary ttudwcs (Reference I). During the present program the
aerodynamics, flight tlynamics. and dispersion characteristics of this type
rcinfiguration wore eten,.ively investigated. To allow direct comparison of
the performame of the rotl.thrutAgh-zero bomblet with the S-Curve-type
homblet, the bhdy .and tin pvo~rtry were made identical to the S-Curve con-
fgt±urati-n ; " .! F2in %•. dence o( 10 de.prev.s wat then appli.d t.

two ,ppo.sng fins. and an effective fin cant angle of 0.1 degree was

s o



introduced. The resulting basic roll-through-zero configuration is depicted
in Figure 27.

The roll-through-zero bomblet configuration discussed in this report
is scaled to a diameter of two inches; and the values for the weight and
inertia are assumed to be identical to those for the S-Curve-type bomblet,
namely,

W = 1.51 lbs

Ix Z 1.629 x 10-4 slug-ft2

I = 1.06 x I0-3 slug-ft2

In general, it is assumed that the roll-through-zero bomblet will
have canted fins and will be released from a spinning dispenser with a known
roll rate of the order of 1 to 2 cps. However the requirement for a specific
initial roll rate and roll direction is not mandatory since it is possible for
the bomblet to provide its own roll rate reversal. Figure 28 shows sche-
matically a roll reversing fin tab, which functions with decreasing dynamic
pressure. Other devices, which function on the basis of a delay time, are
easily envisioned.

B. AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

Static Aerodynamics The static aerodynamic characteristics of the
basic roll-through-zero bomblet configuration were evaluated through the
transonic range in the 4T wind tunnel at AEDC. For each Mach number and
angle of attack six component force and moment data were measured for
aerodynamic roll angles from -165 to 180 degrees at intervals of 15 de-
grees. The trim roll orientation for positive lift corresponds to an aero-
dynamic roll angle of 180 degrees. Aerodynamic coefficient plots versus
aerodynamic roll angle for angles of attack of 10, 15. and 20 degrees and
Mach number 0.5 are shown in Figure 29.

The large effect of the aerodynamic roll angle is clearly evident
when the coefficients are plotted as a function of I. The first harmonic in
roll with period uf 2 'ý Llaarly prodominates and is due to the fin incidence.
Surprisingly, the second and third harmonic are also evident, with periods
of r and Zr/3, respectively, while the usual sixth harmonic (due to the
presence of six fins) is not apparent.

"The data of Figure 29 also show the loss in normal force due to the
trim incidence, and the unstable roll moment variation, d CZ/d$ > 0, at
the trim orientation is noteworthy.

For bomblet design purpos.os. it is important to have a quantitative
measure of the fin normal force effectiveness due to incidence. The ratio
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CNS/CNc was determined both from the experimental data and estimated

)ising the me'hod of Reference 20 in conjunction with fin aerodynam.c force
data from Reference 21. The theory was found to underpredict the
CN6 /CNa ratio by a factor of about two at zero angle of attack, but at a

10-degree angle of attack the experimental and theoretical values for
CNS ICN were 0.58 and 0.53, respectively. The highly nonlinear varia-

tion of fin effectiveness with angle of attack complicates the theoretical
aerodynamic design, and wind tunnel evaluation of the bomblet trim charac-
teristics are nearly essential.

To obtain a nominal trim angle of attack of 10 degrees at low sub-
sonic velocities, the bomblet longitudinal center-of-gravity was positioned
1.185 calibers from the nose. A more rearward cg would be possible with
increased span fins, and the aerodynamic characteristics of such a configu-
ration can be determined from the test data of Reference 13.

Dynamic Stability Parameters Ptch damping, magnus, fin roll
effectiveness, and roll damping data ior the roll-through-zero bomblet are
based on test results for the S-Curve bomblet configuration BSNs2ASIFSZ.

Aerodynamic Coefficients for 6-DOF Trajectory Program Adapta-
tion of the wind tunnel aerodynamic coefficients to the 6-DOF trajectory
program (Reference 16) was accomplished using first and second harmonics
'or CN, CIA, and CSF and first, second and third harmonics for CSM and
C . The first harmonics were introduced through the coefficients CN 6

and CM 6 , which are related to CN, CSFI CM, and CSM through the aero-

dynamic roll angle, while higher harmonics in roll were incorporated by the
coefficients CNI, CMI, CSFI, CSM2 , CSM3, C 4 1 C z, C4 3 as de-

fined in Reference 16. A typical fit to the experimental coefficients using
three harmonics is WUustrated in Figure 30.

Table VII summarizes the aerodynamic coefficients used in the
6-DXOF motion studies and Monte Carlo impact pattern simulations.

C. PREDICTED FLIGHT DYNAMICS

Figure 31 illustrates a typical set of motion histories for the basic
roll-through-zero bomblet configuration, based on the standard subsonic
event conditions where HOD 1 2000 feet. VE = 900 fps. and Yr : 45 degrees.
The data are selected from one of a series of trajectories comprising a
Monte Carlo dispersion study. Thip particular bomblet has an initial nega-
ti ve roll rate of one rps, a mean effectiveness fin cant of 0. 15 degree, and
a cg lateral offset of 0.001 inch. It is to be noted that for this particular
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TABLE VII. AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENT SUMMARY FOR BASIC
ROLL- THROUGH- ZERO BOMB LET CONFIGURATION
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bomblet the maximum induced roll moment due fo cg lateral offset is about
60 percent of that due to the intentional fin cant.

The variables used to describe the motion are the angle of attack
plane orientation, T , the aerodynamic roll angle, 0 , the roll rate, p, and
the total angle of attack, -a"

Examination of the motion histories shows that about 0.5 second are
required for the bomblet to attain zero roll rate and for the roll angle to
stabilize at the trim orientation. The initial motion is well-behaved, with
the angle of attack plane remaining in a uingle quadrant for about one second
of flight such that large dispersion can occur.

During the initial phase of flight and until about three seconds after
release the aerodynamic roll-angle remains stable at P = n , even though

the total aerodynamic induced roll torque has an unstabUe, or positive,
gradient with respect to the aerodynamic roll aigle. The stable motion be-
havior can be explained by the side moment, which at the trim angle of
attack has a maximum value an order of magnitude larger than the maximum
induced roll moment. At trim the gradient of the side moment iks such that
the coning motion tends to stabilize the trim orientation. 5

After about threŽe seconds of flight the nature of the motion changes
due to the increasing roll rate, which is approaching the bomblet pitch-roll
resonance frequency. This results in the familiar trim phase shift and trim
amplification, both of which effects arv easily seen in the motion data.

The necessity for suitably restricting the cg ldteral offset of the
roll -throtigh- A-ro hornblet must "O. vuiphat ?.ed. •ecause the aerodynamic
roll angle uritlt, trimr conditions i:i invtriant with respect to the incide"ce
piane, rudom orintation of the ,g later,tl off.svt will produce roll torques
which tire both random in rnag.nitutie and direction. with attendant large var-
IaItiot. ill roll t.rqkue betw'tin borib-lets. Thvst roll torque variations could,
for even a todterately large cg offset. exceed the intentional fin cant roll
torque, and result in rapid roll rate build-up to valtoes exceeding the pitch
resonance frequency.

D. DISPERSION PREDICTION

As with the S-Curve bomblet, the intent of the present effort has been
to provide realistic inmpact dispersio• simulations, using the Monte Carlo
method. To provide for comparison oi the S-Curve and roll-through-zero

This fact was proven by reversal of tho roll moment and side moment
gradients. With a stable roll moment and utistable side moment, the
motion became violent!y unstable with no tendency for trim.
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bomblet performance, the standard subsonic event condition was utilized as

the basis for the dispersion simulations.

The physical characteristics of the 2-inch-diameter roll-through-
zero bomblet have been previously described. For the dispersion simula.-
tions, the mean fin cant angle was assumed to be 0.1IU degree with a

standar'i uevialLon ,i error of 0.0816 degree. The standard deviation of cg
offset was taken to be 0.0016 inch. Because of the large fin incidence em-

ployed for trim, no other lateral misalignments were considered.

The computed impact pattern for the roll-through-zero boznblet is
:4lhown in Figure 3Z. The pattern is of approximately circular shape with a

dian-,mter of about (.SO feet. The standard deviations of range and cross-
rangu: dispersion are summarized in Table VIII, along with the comparative
daa for the S-Curve bomblet.

'rABLE V111. COMPARISON OF IMPACT DISPERSION DATA FOR
ROLLA,-TH ROUGH-ZERO AND S-CURVE BOMBLETS -

SUBSONIC EVENT CONDITIONS

Standard Standard

Mean Mean I Deviation Deviation
Range Cross-Range Range Cross-Range

X Y 9X Y

(Feet) (Feet) (Feet) .Feet)

I lrR,.i! h t~t.'h ., .. H 1805 -28 1 33 I9

s :1899 -26 246 { 8s

Coin nari.t-4 with S-Curve Bomblet The roH!-through-zort, lwmblet
,'n, iuratio)1 con sidered in this investigation has eff'ctive dispe' rsion, but

thr -rva COVt raIt- not quits. at large as that achieved by th," S-Curtv type

hk, bl,.vt. "'1e pr' oary reason for the smaller area covera, the roil-

th.ro. e, ro biuxr;i• ot is the lower value of tirim.ned lift, AW,,, Igh both
typ,,, %,( ihminblets htive been designed for a nominal trtmn angle of attav1k of

;-oot I n:ec, thc lift curve slope of the pretient rH.l-through- ero

t,,,tiblet i* i~pprvc_., ly reduced by the fin negative lift force re.yinred for

tr~m. At Mach imluber 0.5 and at 10 degrees angle of attack, the roll.

t.irr-igh, ;r,.rc bonmbiet hits a lift coefficient of 0.45, compared tu a lift co-

iftl.;.i-n! '(.58 for the S-Citrve bomnblt. With allowance for the lift

,fii, ,:' Ol, thc ,ii: r. ion (If the roll-through- ceru and oCtr-, btombet

Ct, c'llt'44!,le. !t .4 sitgnificant that the trimmed lift coovficivnt for the

, -,-',, •-.tiablet (n be ni-reasvd to a valut ov 0.of O .• 10 10 - eo', .

'A .Att-kid ý;" I'--rea~ing the fin exposed •wnl -. ,pa, frol 0.¢78 t 0. o.40

t"
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Figure 3Z. Monte Carlo Impact Pattern Prediction for Basic
Roll- Through- Aer Brnomblet - lhigh-Subsonic Event
Condition

Cormparison with Theory A simplitied thoe-|ctical prediction of the
roll-through- zero boinblet dispersion can be obtained using equation (2) in
conjunction with the dispersion approximations

r ..i (3)
$in,

H (4)

where r and R represent the .'ross.range dispersion and range dispersion.
respectively, at ground impact. in the theoretical calculations, it is as-
)iumed that the roll torque coefficient. C . is due only to the mean fin cant
angle. The induced roll torques are not included because they are random.
Table rX compares the standard deviation values of range and cross-range
dispersion, as obtained from the Monte Carlo simulations, with the theoret-
ical predictions for r and R.
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TABLE IX. COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND MONTE CARLO
DISPERSION PREDICTIONS FOR ROLL- THROUGH- ZERO

BOMBLET

Cross-Rangp Range
Dispersion Dispersion

(Feet) (Feet)

Monte Carlo; (3 and a 159 133x y

LTheoretical; r and R 540 764

The reason for the poor agreement between the theoretical and
Monte Carlo predictions is believed to be due primarily to the fact that the
induced roll torques are not included in the theoretical prediction.
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SECTION IV

DEVELOPMENT OF MONTE CARLO METHOD
FOR DISPERSION PREDICTION

A. GENERAL

The Monte Carlo technique is a procedure by which one can obtain
approximate evaluations of mathematical relationships which involve one or
more probability distribution functions.

The Monte Carlo technique consists of simulating an experiment to
determine some probabilistic property of a population of events by the use
of random sampling applied to the components of the events. In the present
application of this mathematical definition, the experiment is the deploy-
ment of a bornblet cluster, the events are the bomblet trajectories, a prob-
abilistic property of the events is the impact pattern, and the random sam-
pling is applied to those variables which affect the bomblet trajectories,
namely, the initial motion parameters and the bomblet configurational
asymmetries. We could also include atmospheric or flow disturbances
along the trajectories.

The application of the Monte Carlo technique to the flight period
immediately after dispenser opening is extremely difficult because during
this period multi-component flow conditions and very large bomblet-
bomblet and bomblet-dispenser interference effects exist, and these have
to be describable in probabilistic terms for the trajectories to be simulated.
However, after a brief interval time, break-up of the bomblet cluster
usually occurs, such that some of the bomblets are free of interference
effects. If the probable flight conditions at cluster break-out are estab-
lished, then the bomblet trajectories can be initiated at the time of break-
out, and the trajectory computations are greatly simplified.

R. MONTE CARLO TRAJECTORY PROGRAM

Using the cluster break-out concept, a Monte Carlo trajectory pro-
gram was developed. This program provides for the sequential calculation
of a pre-set number of 6-OF trajectories and corresponding impact points,
using statistical input for the cluster hreak-out conditions and configura-
tional asymmetries. Tr, provide the required generality in the equations of
motion, a numb-er of modifications and additions were made to the Extended
Capability Magnus Rotor and Ballistic B•ody 6-0IOF Trajectory Program
(Reference 3), and a now subroutine MONCAR was incorporated to provide
statistical input data to the 6-DOF trajectory program. A complete descrip-
tion of the new Monte Carlo trajectory program is provided in Reference 16.
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Initial Motion Parameters The Monte Carlo trajectory program is
structred such that the bo Oblet •-DOF motion prediction commences at

clu!zter break-out. The general assumptions which are used to establish the
conditions at cluster break-out are as follows:

T"': hnmblet has a time of cluster break-out, tbo, defined by an
unspecified probability diqtribution.

2. Prior to cluster break-out, the leading edge of the cluster
""'colerates uniformly and follows a straight flight path, coin-
cident with the dispenser flight path at event.

3. :h• clutcr is radially symmetric with respect to bomblet posi-
tion and velocity.

4. Cluster break-out begins from the cluster leading edge and on
the (-luster axis of rotational symmetry.

Figure 33 shows, schematically, the variables which control the
bomblet initial position, velocity, and pitch attitude at cluster break-out.
The. probi-Litistic initial motion parameters and their probability distribu-
tions fo-- .. •, rIfied event conditions, are given below.

Probability
Vari abl. Description Distribution

tt0Cluster break-out time Arbitrary

V,• Radial velocity at break-out Arbitrary

SVeloity orientation at break-out Uniformly random

Angle of attack at cluster break-out Arbitrary

AnRle of attack plane orientation at Uniformly random
Oaster break-out

P- itch rate in ra plane at cOuster Arhb:.rary
b reak - out

r Yaw rate at cluster break-out Arbitrary

t "11 rate at cluster break-out Arbitrary

"Rid I orientation of body axes at Uniformly random
chister break-onut.

rim owh,- quantitiiv,. the event conditions and the specified chlster
.-..-'. -i tio .v. V'- initial condittois required for the basic 6-DOF trajectory
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Configurational Asymmetries The Monte Carlo subroutines and
6-IX)Y equations of motion have been formulated in such a manner that the
following geometric and inertial asymmetries can be input in probabilistic
form.

Probability

§yMnol. Description Distribution

6CANT Fin cant Normal

LAT Lateral misalignment Normal

y Lateral cg offset Normal

Ax Axial cg offset Normal

Lm Mass Normal

Aix Axial moment of inertia Normal

A I Transverse moment of inertia Normal

Ixy Product of inertia Normal

Complete generality in angular orientation of the asymmetries is
assumed by introducing the following probabilistic angles. 6

Probability

ymbol Description Distribution

Roll orientation of aerodynamic surfaces Uniform

kit1 orientation of aerodynamic misalignment Uniform

Aetrodynamih Asymmetries Aerodynamic asymmetry coefficients
cyst. co, (1,1. 4nd Cr(4 can also be introduced directly into the Monte

Carlo simolation but. in most instances, fin cant asynmmetry and lateral
wi salignment adequatel!y de. *zribe both the geometric and aerodynamic
Anymmrtries. .fowuver, for some configurations it is also necessary to
accunt for filw aiyinanetries which cannot be related to fin cant or lateral
mti lignrnent. !tch flow asymmetries can be triggered, for ;%.ýAance. by
alheast nwtetora4 noe roughness, and can result in vo-cal'.d psuedo
rn.ri .,'rc'5 and ivu.mients as well as induced roll momentu. Provision

a V~~b-- m;dot in the Monte Carlo trajectory program fo- s-xth phenomena.

Probability thMstribution Fonctions The Monte Carlo computer
prtigratr pr-n-.1ides for thrce tylpvss of probability distribution functions.

A .!' , 'd- r. i'r,= i=u,-. I i•y restricted to the sam e plane as t r

6-•f



1. Uniformly random

2. Normal distribution

3. Arbitrary distribution function

All of the probabilistic variables are determined from a random number
subroutine RANF.

The uniformly random variables are determined directly by multipli-
cation of RANF and an appropriate constant.

The normal distribution is obtained from the specified mean value of
the variable and normal deviates. The normal deviates are obtained using
the Gaussian approximation

i = 12

GAUSS = -6 .± RANF (Xi) (5)

i= l

The arbitrary distribution functions are provided by tables where the
arguments are the cumulative frequency normalized 0 - 1.0 and the ordi-
nates are the probable values of the variable.

C. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF CLUSTER BREAK-UP

To obtain the probability distributiton functions for the motion param-
eters at cluster break-out, it was necessary to ex.amine experimental cluster
break-utp data. Photographic data from sled tests of a Lance missile bomb-
let warhead with approximately 1600 XM-41 bomblets were analyzed to
determine cluster leading edge velocity and lateral and longitudinal dispersal
as a function of time.

Cluster Break-Out Time Figure 34 illustrates the cumulative fre-
quency distribution as a function of time of those bomblets which have at.
taincd separation froen the dense central clueter (separation is defined as a
de'n-ity of bemblets of 35 units per square yard or less in a sectional view
of the cluster, or about 10 diameters bomblet-bomblet separation), for a
warhead event velocity of 1975 fps. A similar statistical variation, adjusted
to the available data for a subsonic APAM bomblet cluster. is also pre-
sented in Figure 34.

Cluster Deceleration Figure 35 illustrates the longitudinal decel-
eration of the cluster leading edge as a function of event velocity. based on
two separate sled tests of the Lance warhead. For each of the tests, the
deceleration was found to be nearly constant during the cluster break-up
period. When plotted as a function of velocity the results show that the
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cluster deceleration is very nearly proportional to the square of the event
velocity.

Radial Velocity The lateral expansion of bomblet clusters has been
investigated both from experimental data and theoretical considerations as a
means of determining the bomblet radial velocity sta4stics.

The Lance missile sled test data indicate maximum aerodynamic-
induced lateral cluster-spread velocities of the order of 130 fps for an event
velocity of 2175 fps. The frequency distribution is approximately parabolic
with respect to a zero mean.

Ground impact pattern data for a non-selfdispersing cluster muni-
tion (Reference 22) were also analyzed as a means of obtaining the initial
radial velocity perturbations. Theoretical dispersion patterns were com-
puted as a function of the initial radial velocity and matched to the obser'ved
cross-range impact dispersion to obtain an estimate of the actual radial
velocity. 7 In a similar manner, the difference between the predicted and
actual along-range dispersion was used to obtain an estimate of the cluster
break-up time.

The above determinations of the induced lateral velocity are com-
pared in Figure 36 with measurements for APAM bomblet clusters (Refer-
ence 23). There is seen to be very good agreement in the two sources of
subsonic data.

A theoretical prediction has been made of the lateral velocity im-
parted to a bomblet initially at the leading edge of the cluster. The detailed
development of the theory is shown in Appendix I. The theory shows that the
radial velocity, VR , is a linear function of the evemt vlýocity in accor:ance
with the following formula:

V V • 0.39 (W RCDS) .J

where 'EI: event velocity

g acceleration due to gravity

air density

7 It is noteworthy that the standard deviation of radial velocity does not cor-
!,e.pxnd to the staindar• detiition of croas range bocause thv ,nitial cross-
re,' vYclocity is: prriportiun! to twhe sine of 0 g. A-sum- Ing that Vt !s

44Mrtut-i th stan~ira! deviatiott of ral<that volioc~tv corrze-tpndik

w)-'7 0-ttilrlve frequeticy f the tross ratgv.
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R = cluster core rad'.;

(W/CDS)B = bomblet ballistiL '--fficient.

If the cluster core diameter is taken to be about four times the dis-
penser diameter, the theoretical VR is in nearly exact agreement with the
experimental data of Figure 36. The importance of the above result is that
it shows that the spread velocity is dependent upon both the size of the
cluster and the bomblet ballistic coefficient.

Effect of Spinning Dispenser All of the previous data and analyses
of lateral spreading are based on small or negligible dispenser spin rates.
For spinning dispensers, an additional lateral velocity component will be
generated, which will combine with the aerodynamic induced velocity, and
the maximum lateral velocity will be given by

(VR)TOTAL [(VR)ERO + (rw)Z] (7)

where
w dispenser angular velocity

r maximum radial displacement of bomblets
from dispenser axis of rotation

Angle of Attack and Angular Velocity at Cluster Break-Out The
initial angle of attack and angular velocity at cluster break-up cannot be
generalized, and depend largely upon the bomblet configuration. For small,
low- fineness- ratio bodies without stabilizing fins it has been shown that the
initial attitude will tend to be uniformly random, Qualitative inspection of
Rockeye and APAM homblet motions during cluster break-up reveals that
the maximum anglo of attack seldomn exceeds about 45 degrees. If the
pitching momirnt coefficient is known as a function of angle of attack, it is
possible to relate the maximum angle of attack ane! the pitch rate at zero
angle of attack. It is then reasonable. to assume that the pitch rate at zero
angle of attack follows a naormal distribution.

Using this procedure and assuming that the maximum angle of
attack (two sigma) is 45 degrees, the corresponding pitch rate for the
S-Curve and roll-through-zero bomblets is about 70 radiant/second for
an event velocity of 900 fps.

D. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 01w CONFIG*1RATIONAL ASYMMETRIES

Fin Cant Error The effective fin cant asymmetry for a multi -
finned configuration can be computed from alignment and accuracy measure-
ments on .individual fins, or extracted from observations of the spin behavior
of a represe.atative quantity of test configurations. The resulting effective
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fin cant statistics must be in a form compatible with the Monte Carlo tra-
jectory program, which means that the statistical variation of the total fin
roll torque is required. The total torque, in turn, is assumed to be pro-
portional to an equal deflection of all the fins, and this deflection is defined
as the effective fin cant.

By the method of super position, the total rolling moment due to

separate deflection of n fins can be expressed as

iz =

G•T CiTOTAL n i C96 (8)

where Cq is the effective roll torque coefficient due to fin cant, correspond-
ing to simultaneous deflection of all n fins and 6e is the effective fin cant

2deflection. Letting the variance of angular deflection of each fin equal a F
then the standard deviation of C ,T is

1/2

std dev C2T = n j Fi (9)

1=1

If the variance of all fins is identical,

Ck6 2 C k6 a F

std dev CnT no3F n CZ5(6e (10)

or (e ) a F/

Thu-., the effective fin cant angular error is neither the standard deviation
of error for a single fin nor an average of the fin cant deviations of several
fins, but rather the, standard deviation o( one fin divided by the square root
of the total number of fins.

To obtain representative values for FI fin cant misalignment data
for 81mm mortar shells, 2.75-Inch FFAR rockets, Rockeye bomblets, and
Australian S-Curve test bomblets were obtained from References 248, 25,
and 26. Single fin misalignments for these configurations have been

8 The data of Reference 24 show that fin misalignments closely follow a

normal distribution.
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determined to be, respectively, 0.22 degree, 0.24 to 0.29 degree, 0.Z
degree, and 0.08 to 0.2 degree. When a range of values is indicated, more
than one type of configuration was inspected. On the basis of these results,
a single fin alignment accuracy of 0.Z degree appears to be very reasonable
for Monte Carlo simulations.

Stu4 six fin S-Curve or roll-through-zero configuration the effective
fin cant misalignment is 0.0816 degree.

Lateral Misalignment Lateral misalignment results primarily
from two sources, (1) the angular accuracy of the fins with respect to the
body at their point of attachment, and (2) the alignment of the fin assembly
with the remainder of the body. These two types of misalignment tend to be
statistically independent. Lateral misalignment results in transverse body-
fixed forces and moments, in contrast to fin canm, which results in pure roll
torque. If we define the angle 6 as the average misalignment of a planar
pair of fins, it is easily shown that the standard deviation of effective 6 for
the pair of fins is 9

or
std dev ( 6)eff 7 =- , planar pair (11)

For multiple fins the forces generated by (6 )eff are not colinear, and thus

the effective 6 muit be based on the random deflection of several pairs of
fins. 10 This i 5imilar to the random walk problem and leads to

std dev e p mpairs (12)

The total lateral misalignment is the RSS of( 6 )eff and the fin
assembly-body rnisalignment, Fe ,

std dev( S TOTAL r (std dev 6 ) + (std dev j: (13)

The plane of the lateral misalignment can obviously have any orienta-
tion and is thus uniformly random.

9 The definition of 6 for lateral misalignment is consistent with the evalua-
tion of CN" for a planar pair of fins.

10Fin-fin interfserence effects are neglected here.
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To obtain numerical values for the effective lateral misalignment
only the misalignment e need be considered since it has previously been
shown that a good estimate for 0 F is 0.2 degree. On the basis of data
from References 25 and 26 a reasonable value for E is also 0.2 degree.
Thus the standard deviation of total lateral misalignment is estimated to be
0.32 degree for S-Curve and roll-through-zero bomblets with six fins.

Static and Dynamic Unbalance The static unbalance of bombs,
rockets, and projectiles depends greatly upon their design, manufacturing
and loading. Static and dynamic balance data for ordnance are extremely
limited and available for only a few configurations. A very comprehensive
statistical analysis of the M437, 175mmfprojectile is presented in Refer-
ence 27. This, together with some unpublished data on mortar shells, was
the extent of the available data. For artillery projectiles the standard
deviation of static unbalance is of the order Ay/d = 0.0004, and the dy-
namic unbalance (inclination of principallaxis) is of the order of 0.001
degree. In contrast, the standard deviation of static unbalance of mortar
shells is reported to be as large as Ay/d = 0.0050^

Because of apparent large variations in static unbalance between
various types of ordnance, a single valuq for the standard deviation of Ay,
applicable to all S-Curve and roll-through-zero bomblets, was not consid-
ered appropriate. Consequently, in the Monte Carlo sini'tlations the static
unbalance parameter is varied parametrically from zero to as much as
0.04 inches.
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SECTION V

DEVELOPMENT OF DYNAMIC WIND TUNNEL
MODEL SUPPORT SYSTEM

A. O±Li DESCRIPTION

The dynamic wind tunnel model system provides for testing of quasi-
axisymmetric model configurations under simulated coning motion conditions
at constant angle of attack, either in steady or variable coning rate modes.

Simultaneously, the model can be free to roll about its longitudinal axis or
locked-in air a specific roll orientation. The system does not employ a force
balance; instead, the aerodynamic moments are derived from analysis of
the coning and rolling angular rate data.

Design details of the dynamic model support system are presented in

Figures 37 and 38. The principal structural member is the rotating sting,

which is supported by low friction bearings. The offset portion of the sting

can be laterally adjusted by means of a boring head adapter. Provision is

also made for attachment of static and dynamic balance weights to the shaft

at two stations. The sting is connected to a Gast type- 4 AM air motor with

an output of 0.8 HP at 1000 rpm with 100 psi supply pressure. The sting

and air motor are connected through an electric clutch, which provides for

complete decoupling of the air motor when free rotation of the sting is re-

quired. The clutch and air motor can also be used for braking and stopping

the sting rotation.

The model is attached to the sting through a second bearing assembly
which allows the model to rotate freely with respect to the sting (Figure 38).
Alternately, provision is made for locking the model at fixed orientations
with respect to the sting. When locked to the sting the model undergoes
forced lunar motion.

The test system incorporates a series of stings to permit testing at
different angles of attack. At present, 15-, 30-, and 45-degr,,, stings are
available. For calibration purposes, a special zero-offset s•ing is provided.
The zero-offset sting contributes negligible aerodynamic damping, but does
not allow the model to roll about its own axis. A precision angular rate
recording device is provided to measure the sting rotational rate. Model
roll behavior must be recorded optically at present,

A photograph of the test system installed in the Air Force Armament
Laboratory subsonic wind tunnel is shown in Figure 31). In the photograph
the ispecial calibration sting is installed.

7W.
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SYSTEM OPERATION

The test system has two basic modes of operation. In the first mode,

the model is driven by the air motor to a pre-determined coning rate, and

then disengaged such that the subsequent motion can be recorded. Normally,

this will be a deceleration mode. The second mode of operation does not
require the drive motor, and the coning is initiated by the inherent autorota-

tional tendencies of the model. The autorotation can be produced by the
magnus moment resulting from model axial spin (model spin achieved by fin

cant) or by the aerodynamic side momreht. Aerodynamic side moments can
be produced by asymmetric roll orientation with respect to the angle of
attack plane, or by other aerodynamic asymmetries.

To preclude autorotational moments from model-sting misalignment,

the boring head is adjusted so that the sting rotational axis and the model
axis of symmetry intersect to the required accuracy.

C. SYSTEM UTILIZATION

The primary purpose of the test system is the measurement of the
model damping for circular-type motions. In accordance with the theory of

Reference 28, it can be anticipated that the damping coefficient for coning
motion will differ from that for planar pitching motion at finite angles of

attack. To date, few definitive experiments have been conducted to deter-
mine the difference between the circular and planar motion damping coeffi-
cients, and no data have been published for subsonic conditions. The
circular motion damping is of particular interest with respect to the S-Curve
type bomblet, since this configuration experiences almost pure coning motion
in free-flight.

The test system can be utilized to measure magnus and side mo-
ni-ts, both from the transient and steady-state autorotational coning
motions.

Both static and dynamic roll lock-in tests can be accomplished.
Static roll lock-in tests are accomplished with model locked to the sting at
soecific roll orientations, and at those orientations the coning and side
moment characteristics are determined. Dynamic roll lock-in tests are
a.ccomplished for those models which have inherent aerodynamic roll lock-in
dti, to body-fin interference effects. The tendency for the lock-in to be
stable under a wide range of coning rates and fin cant angles can be investi-

gated.

"T. ktr test system also provides an expedient means for determining

n ... 1 roll speed-up and roll slow-down at large angles of attack and the
i-•-t t d coning nifitir, his type of dynamic behavior,
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Procedure for Determination of Model Circular Motion Damping
The circular motion damping is determined from time histories of the coning
rate decay, in a manner analagous to the determination of the roU damping
coefficient in single degree-of-freedom spin decay experiments. Two separ-
ate tares may be required; one for the sting bearing friction torque, and a
second for the offset sting. This latter tare is determined by the use of the
calibration sting. The second tare is not required if the model is to always
be in lunar circular motion, but in general, the circular motion damping
should be determined for various model roll rates, which requires the off-
set sting.

Using the nomenclature shown in the test schematic, Figure 40, the
equations of mution for each model-sting assembly can be expressed as:

1. - Tz i - To = 0 (14)

where

T•j -(T•)a ÷ (T+ )v

To = (To)a 4 (To)v

and subscript a) denotes aerodynamic torque on model
v) denotes viscous (or bearing) torque.

The quantity Ix is the total moment of inertia of the model and rotating
stirg assembly, taken about the axis of sting rotation.

The solution of equation (14), assuming constantant coefficient is:

" T I + "it ) exp tTjj (t - to)/lx (15)

"To obtain tOe aerodynamic torques, the sy:*tem is first operated
with the model and offset-sting section removed such that (T j)v and
CTo)v can be evaluated. Then the complete model-sting system is operated
and (T,) and (T.) are obtained, from which (Tj ). and (To )a are
readily determined. To obtain TS and To from equation (15), a lea;-
squares differential-correction fitting technique is employed, as desc.,
in Reference 29. The possible nonlinear dependence of T Sj upon Q ,vi
ascertained by piecewise fitting the .. history.

When the model is operat,,d with the offset sting, the torque
and (T, )a include a small but significant contribution from the stir.,
replacing the offset sting with the calibration sting (which has iiegliý;!`
,Ceroedynami, torque) the aerodynamic torque contribution (if the of...
.ting is roadily determined. Subtracting the offset sting torque fruan (Tj )a
.01nd (-I'-,)A w(I Obtain (T:I )a. MODELC. and (To )a MODEL.
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The aerodynamic torques (TS )a.MODEL and (To)a,MODEL are

equated to the model spin damping and yaw damping coefficients by the fol-
lowing relationships:

for lunar motion (model not free to roll)

(TQ )a, MODEL1, 2
Tf) Dn sin + Ck 9 cos a (16a)1/2 p Vz Sd P

(To)a MODEL (16b)
,,•, C~sin ct + C cos (1b1/2 P V7- Sd = °C°

for model free to roll

(T f)a, MODEL Clr Q sin2 a (06c)
1/2 o V Sd

(To)a, MODEL Cno (16d)

/lZg VZSd

The coefficients Cj and Cn0 are due only to asymmetries in the

model and flow and should be quite small. The Coefficient C will usuallyp
be evaluated from separate tests and is generally small compared to Cnr-
Pretsent estimates at a z 15 degrees give Cnr = -25.0 and C ip = -0.4.

By use of equations (16a) or (160) Cnr can be evaluated for various

values of angle of attack and , These data can then be used to determine

possible no ninearities with respect to either variable.

If.
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APPENDIX I

THEORETICAL CONING MOTION ANALYSIS
WITH ROLL DEPENDENT SIDE MOMENT

The fundamental equations describing the coning motion of S-Curve
type bomblets are developed in Appendix 11 of Reference 1. Considered here
is the effect of a roll dependent side moment on the stability of a zero coning
solution.

The basic equations of coning motion for the S-Curve bomblet, as
originally written, do not include the effect of the aerodynamic roll angle,

. Furthermore, the non-rotating axes system which is utilized does not
readily permit the inclusion of body-fixed aerodynanmic moments. However,
for the special case of zero spin, the effect of the rotation of the angle of
attack plane (variable • ) and the aerodynamic roll angle (1) are related
simply by

The special coning solution may now be written, using the notation of Refer-
ence I as

.. r . sin ! ("NpS C sd ': t Va T ýp V r4N nI J

4 I

Inspection of the order t4 m~rni tutt of the lIAst two torrs rni ,eals
that •or a six-fin bomhbht a ste-y.T-*atae. ý.oalittio. of #-qt!miotn (I. ) with

> . a 0 ./ theft . .. 0 "I. - / s... .. s ,h that 1.M ( saw ti4l.
Igure I-I illustratevs a typical VriAfion tof CL" with 4 tot the basic

S-Ctirve otonfigurations. If the etro <oning solution torrtsponds to . > 0

and Cnr " 0, 0 e 1 ( roust be poSitive a"1d 4ic versa.

To determine which, if arty. •f tho stehdy- st.ite nera ,ohg sohI uionS
are stable solurioofs. tre natllure of twr 4irateriiit.t fferotitli Oquation
for tho 4imall perturbation * .i id.. This requirt# that the. term
containing¢ CS-M t ) be maide a functtf-n -1•;,t-: . Thi:s ran be aciomplished
by considering the slope of Cý%4 ver. * . Thus. equation (1-4) 4-41"4 be

- - rittien,..

SmcumNm k RM .a m e .....

""-N--- . . .A.• • ;"" .

i i i I I i i i I i



C SM CSM, sin 6.

CSA

ZERO COt4Ira. SOLUTION
(4.) STABLE

d CSM

UNSTABLE
4 CSM <

tic-



Lt

Cnr g pSd cos y

T{A-$ AO 4 (sn A'ý

(1-3)
dCSM l

+ d V SdI4 0

For a stable solution, one of the requirements is that the coefficient of A;

be positive. Again, inspecting the order of magnitude of the two terms
which represent the coefficients of A$ , it is found that the d CsM/d
term is much larger than the term containing Cnr. Therefore, a stable

motion occurs only where dCsM/dt has a positive slope. Refcrring to

the plot of CSM versus (D it is clear that 0 7 0 is an unstable condition,
and that the bomblet must roll approximately 1 t 30 degrees to where

CSM is small and has a positive slope.

The corolla-y to the above is t'iat i; chinge in sign of the side moment

coefficient, CGhI 1 . should make the bomblet motion stable at 0 = * = C.

This stability hypothesis has been confirrmed by actual 6-00)(F)' motion si-n -

ulations with the sigii of the stde monient (oefficieni, (,• i purposely

changed.



APPENDIX I1

THEORETICAL PREDICTION OF CLUSTER SPREAD VELOCITY

A 0-cretical estimate of the maximum cluster spread velocity is

made, by considering the motion of a single bomblet initially at the leading
edge of the cluster. The forces acting on the bomblet are computed from

the potential flow about a solid body assumed to represent the core of the
cluster. This model is predicated upon observation of actual bomblet
clusters, where it appea.rs that the spreading is taking place primarily at
the leading edge of the cluster.

As a first approach at a solution, consider a core of spherical ihape
with a diameter closely related to that of the dispenser. The physical model
of the problem is like that sketched below.

SA ,ASSUMED TRAJECTORY
RELATIVE TO CLUSTER

T YPICAL STREAMLINrS

CLUSTER CORE

lateral traiectory ca5 r now 1ae +evahlated, starting trrt1 ,, 'ta! t.Q ipt
slightly off•qt from the dtviding streamlinte and extU'nt' i.lter.lk! u.til
near uniform flow its vnvutvrod. The -selection of thi•s patrtif i.i taiec -

tory is equivalent to the assumption that the huniblet and the chuster hawv

the same decele-ation.

The computation of the flow direction anti magn•ntude at eath point
along this traji-tory ii i-ay • t4,'nlphishtd using -A kn.iqi potetttl t! flow
solution. (for example. pp 0', "A4--odynamics of Wingls and t-odtws•.

Ashlea and Landiahl. Addison-Wesley Press).
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Since the direction and magnitude of the flow at each point along the
radial trajectory is known, the aerodynamic lateral force can also be com-
puted at each point. To begin, consider only the bomblet drag force, and
its component in the lateral direction, Fy. The force, Fy. when integrated
as a function of the radial deflection, represents the work done on the bomb-
let, and it can be equated to the radial kinetic energy of the bomblet. This
in turn can be evaluated in terms of the radial velocity.

Defining the parameters in accordance with the sketch below, the
radial velocity can be derived as follows:

V L

The work dont, by the, drag tfor.t4 cv•t be expressed as

Work i V VIY ill-d)

which can be re-written as
V

Work -- ( Ci L S1 SVZ( dY

Introducing the now variable Y/t. and relating the velocities to U,,

Work "f C 1D S I f [ ]V (]'-YZ)
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tX

Using the potential flow solution for a sphere at X/R = 1. 0, the quantity
vV=U has been evaluated and is plotted in Figure I1-1 as a function of Y/R.

It is seen that most of the work done on the bomblet occurs with Y/R < 3. 0.
A very good approximation of the total work is achieved by integrating to
Y/R = 5.0.

By equating the work done on the bomblet to its radial kinetic energy,
a relationship for the radial velocity is obtaim-d in the form

Y/R

2 RV . (P/2) CD S UL0 R R

(I-3)
Y/R I

or T w/CD SB

The integral can be evaluated from Figure 11-1 and has a value of approxi-
mately 0.39. Therefore approximately

.I. IIf.
VR . 9 g f) Rii.-,, (11-4)t r (WI/CDS}IH

where
R Cluster c6re radius

Am, i• •hlet b.illistic Coeffit'ient.

Thus, the radial v.:kitictty imparted to a bomblet dit plaetI frunm the levading
edge of the cltz•tr

1) Dirv'ctlv p#rup orttonal tu the chluter (t.trtlnt vvlocitv.

21 Pruportmit,:& to the square-roit tof tho' du~t, r c

Ii Inver.-ely prto!rtiunal to the iquarer-root o.! th(O 'm116!t
ballistic coefficient.

Equation (11-4) was evaloated for buth CIr.T70!1 a-4, APAM
clustetrs, assunlng that R wab the sane as the di~penavr radiuia. For
tCie CBU-70/lA the radial velocity is determined to 1;

and for APANI

V~t = 0.013 UV
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Test data (Figure 33) indicate a value of VR/U.- 0.03 at L 900 feet/
second. Thus the method appears to give a correct order of magnitude pre-
diction, although the predicted radial velocity is somewhat low. This may
be due to selecting R as the dispenser radius; possibly the cluster can
expand to larger size and stiAll behave as a quasi-solid core.

The above theory confirms the findings of Reference 19 that the
spread velocity is a linear function of the event velocity. The theoretical
dependence of the radial velocity on the bomblet ballistic coefficient is a
new result. It will be of future interest to see if this can be confirmed by
test data.
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- .r.gli~-'~~c~] tsare provlded, and results of additional wind tunnel

t~t~r''IT&I:~::.M(ntr- (hrio simulat ions show t-hat for realistic flight en-

VII ir.'tL. cth ~'* -Arv an. roill-through-zero bomblets can achieve large and

uni fsrri Upaet pat~tcrri,2. For Ii represen'tative dispenser HOB of 2000 feet, opening
V-I1ocity o!, :),)( fps, ar-i 45 deg~rees flight path angle, impact pattern widths of
FeýLO -tn.] WUS f'eet are r'sirputed for the ",-Curve and roll-through-zero type bomblets 'C

j(5p5 ]±5t'he t of trans-onic anid supersonic delivery, large static mass

Liriai'tT,.2, nos,.e-roughnt-.,s asymrriri.Itry, andi intentional fin cant on the S-Curve
P Ibt light C1-I'llot-ristics and dispersIoni are inventigated in detail. Flight

tt't dsperscndata for the Ci-Curve bomblet, a," obtained from air-gun launched
rn'ils i;compnirvd Willh results from analytical simulations . A dynazic wind

tTnnf~jodl suapport systeri, design ed fo)r testing te S-'Curve bo~mblet, is de-

Best Av-,aial
9404Su'ssn~ Cie,,Crasng
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